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We prove a conjecture of G. Kreweras o~ the number of solutions of the equation xy = z for 
permutations of a given signature. 
1. Introduction 
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Let x be a permutation of [n] = {I, 2, ... , n}, n an integer ;,;.:2. The signature of 
x is the (n -I)-tuple 13 = {Bt. 132, ••• , Bn-t} where Bj is the sign + if Xj < Xj+t and -
otherwise. 
Let P£ be the set of permutations of [n] with given signature B. G. Kreweras 
has conjectured [2] (see also [1]) that the number of solutions (x, y) E p. X p. of 
the equation xy = z for Z E p. does not depend on z in Pe • We prove this 
conjecture in a more general form by relating it to linear extensions of posets. 
We give an expression of the number of solutions in terms of a Mobius 
function as a corollary of a theorem of Stanley. 
2. Linear extensions 
A linear extension of a finite poset (E, ~) with cardinality n, is a one-to-one 
mapping s: [n] - E such that Sj < Sj implies i < j. 
Let s, t be two one-to-one mappings [n] - E. We denote (Ts(t) = {at. . .. ,an-I) 
the (n - I)-tuple of signs { +, -} defined by 
if s-t(t;) < s-t(t;+t), 
otherwise. 
Let s be a linear extension of (E, :so). Suppose that Sj and Sj+t are incomparable 
in (E, :so). We call allowed transposition 'T on S the transposition {Sj, Sj+t} leading to 
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the new linear extension t = 1'(s) defined by 
tj = sl if j E [n]\{i, i + I}, 
Lemma 1. Let Y be the set of linear extensions of (E, ~) and s, s' E 9'. There exists 
a finite sequence 1'1,1'2, ••• ,Tk of allowed transpositions such that 
Proof. We denote by l(s, s') the set of pairs {e, f} c E such that s-l(e) < s-l(f) 
and s,-l(e) > s,-I(f). 
Suppose that for every i E {l, ... , n -l}, {Si' Si+l} ¢. l(s, s'). Then by definition, 
S,-I(SI) < S,-I(S2) < ... <s,-I(sn) 
gives S,-I S, = i for every i and s' = s. 
This proves that if s 1= s' there exists i E {l, ... , n -I} and fe, f} E l(s, s') 
verifying 
Set 1'1 the allowed transposition fe, f} on s. One may verify that I(Tl(S), s') = 
l(s, s')\{e, f}. By induction on the cardinality of l(s, s') it is clear that we can 
obtain s' from s using \1(s, s')\ allowed transpositions. 0 
Let ( .... , .... ') be a couple of partial orders on E. We say that this couple verifies 
Property (e) if for every x, y E E, x covers y for .... ' implies that x and y are 
comparable for ~. 
Let ( .... , -=') be a couple of partial orders on E verifying Property (e). We 
denote by 9', resp. 9", the set of linear extensions of (E, ~), resp. (E, ~'). Let 
s E 9', l' be an allowed transposition on 9' and t = T(S). 
Lemma 2. us (9") = u.(9"). 
Proof. Set S=SIS2' .. SI_labsl+2" 'Sn and t=SIS2" .Si-lbasi+2' .. sn. 
Case 1. a .... ' b. a and b are incomparable for the ordering relation ~. By 
property (e), b does not cover a for ~'. Thus we cannot have linear extensions 
s'E9" with s,-I(a)=s,-l(b)-l: in every linear extensions S'E9", a and bare 
separated by other elements of E. Clearly, Us (9") = u.(9"). 
Case 2. a and b are incomparable for ~'. We can partition 9" into 
9'~ = {linear extensions s' E 9" such that a, b are not consecutive in s'} 
Yi = {linear extensions s' E 9" such that b is the successor of a in s1, 
Yi = {linear extensions s' E 9" such that a is the successor of b in s1. 
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As in Case 1, u.(9'D = u.(9'~). 
The transposition T = {a, b} is an allowed transposition on linear extensions 
s'E9'2 U 9'i and T(9'2)=9'i, T(9'i) = 9'2' We verify that U.(9'2) =uT(.b(9'i»= 
u.(9'~) and u.(9';) = uT(sl( T(9'm = U.(9'2). 
Therefore u.(9") = u.(9"). 0 
The next result immediately follows from Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Proposition 3. Let (E;, E;') be two partial orders on E with property (C), 9', resp.9", 
the set of linear extensions of (E, E;), resp. (E, E; '). For every s, t E 9', Us (9") = 
u.(9"). 
3. Pennutations with given signature 
Let E be a (n -I)-tuple of signs {+, -}. We say that a permutation x of the 
finite set [n] has signature E if 
EI = + implies Xj < Xi+l and Ei = - implies Xj > Xj+l' 
We denote by u(x) the signature of a permutation x. We recall that p. denote 
the set of permutations with a given signature E. 
Let E the finite set {ele2, ... ,en} and e be the one-to-one mapping i - ej • 
If E is a (n -I)-tuple of signs, let E;. denote the ordering defined by the 
transitive closure of the couples {(e;, ej+l) if Ei = +} U{(el+lt ei ) if EI = -}. The set 
of linear extensions of (E, E;.) will be denoted by 9' •. 
Remark 4. If E and B' are two not necessarily distinct signatures, the ordering 
couple (E;p" E;p") verifies Property (C). 
Clear, since if ei covers ej for E;., then i = j + 1 or i = j - 1 and ej , el are 
comparable for ~ •. 
Remark 5. S: [n] - E is a linear extension of (E, ~.) if and only if S-Ie E p •. 
Proof. 
-1 p .......... V' [ 1] {S-Ie(i) < s-le(i + 1) if Bj = + 
s eE ........ IE n-
s-le(i) > S-le(j + 1) if Bj = -
<=> VI E [n -1] {s=:(e j ) < s=:(ei +1) if ei <.e;+l 
s (ej ) > s (ei +l) if el >. ei +l 
by definition of (E, E;J 
<=> s E 9'. by transitivity. 0 
Remark 6. Let s, t be two one-to-one mappings [n] _ E; then us(t) = U(S-l t). 
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We are now able to prove a conjecture of G. Kreweras [2], generalized by the 
author to the case of two signatures, and by P. Moszkowski [3] to the case of 
three signatures. 
Theorem 7. Let E10 EZ and E3 be three (n -1)-tuples of signs {+, -} and PSI be the 
set of permutations of [n] with given signature Ei' i E {l, 2, 3}. 
The number of couples (x, y) E PSI X Pe, solutions of the equation xy = z does not 
depend on the choice of z E Pe •• 
Proof. Let z be a permutation with signature E3' Consider the set of signatures 
{U(zy-l): y E Pe.}. 
By Remark 5, Y E ps • ~ ey-l E 9'e., z E Pe• ~ ez-1 E ffe •• Thus, 
{U(zy-l): y E Pe.} = {u(ze-1ey-l): ey-l E ffe.} 
= {u(s-lt): t E ffs.} 
= {u.(t): t E ffe.} by Remark 6 
= u.(Efe.}. 
By Remark 4 and Proposition 3, the set of signatures u.(ffe.} does not depend 
on the choice of s E ffs •• In other words, {U(zy-l): y E Pe.} is the same for every 
Z EPs .' 
Then the number of solutions of xy = Z, (x, y) E P •. X Ps with z given in P that ~ 2 £3' 
is IP'1 U zp;.ll does not depend on the choice of z in Pe., 0 
4. Average 
Let (E, ~) be a finite poset of cardinality n, and s be a linear extension of B. 
We call allowed permutation on s a permutation 7T of [n] such that So7T is a linear 
extension of E. 
Now set E ~ E' if the set of signs - of E is a subset of the set of signs - of E'. For 
this partial order E ={+, _}"-l is a lattice isomorphic to the lattice of subsets of 
[n -1]. 
Finally note L the distributive lattice of ideals of the finite poset (E, :os:;). If e E ~ 
note hb hz,· •. ,hp the integers i such that Ei = - and note L(E) the subset of 
elements of L with height 0, hb hz, ... , ~,n. Denote by IJ-L(e) the Mobius 
function of the ordered set (L(E), s;;). The following theorem is due to Stanley. 
Theorem (Stanley [4D. Let s be a linear extension of (E, :os:;), e a (n -1)-tuple of 
signs {+, -}. The number of allowed permutations with signature E on s is 
IIJ-L(e)(0, E)I· 
Corollary. Let e E {+, - }"-l. Let hl < hz < ... < ~ be the places of the signs - in 
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e. Let L(e) be the ordered set of ideals of (E, ~.) with height 0, hI> h2 , •• • , hp, n 
and ILL(e) be its Mobius function. 
The number of solutions (x, y) E p. X p. of xy = z for a given Z E P" is 
\ILL(.)(0, E)\. 
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